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How can we help?




Register Warranty
Fill out the form to register your warranty.




First name*

Last name*

Phone number*


Email address*

Serial number*


Purchase location* (Store, City)


I agree to the Terms of Use

Sign up for our newsletter



Submit*Required

Error!

Thank you! We’ve received your note, and will be in touch shortly.





Close ModalHaving trouble locating your serial number?
Sinks, fryers and modular products have their serial numbers located on the inside of doors. And the serial numbers for all mobile grills are located on the lower grill shelves (wheels).

 Depending on the model and age of your grill(s), the serial number can be found on the inside of the doors or cabinets, inside the grease tray or back of the grill.



How-to and maintenance


Play VideoReplacing Knobs
Click image to play video

Play VideoRemoval of Grease Tray for Cleaning or Replacement
Click image to play video

Play VideoAdding Shelves as an Accessory
Click image to play video

Play VideoTroubleshooting
Click image to play video

Play VideoThermometer Replacement
Click image to play video

Play VideoLighter Tube Replacement
Click image to play video

Play VideoReplace a Burner in Your Grill
Click image to play video

Play VideoBadge Replacement
Click image to play video


View more how-to and maintenance videos
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FAQs
I've got questions regarding:Account
Orders
Shipping
Product & Troubleshooting
Installation
Returns
Privacy
Payment
Parts & Service
Maintenance
Warranty


	How do I register for an account?
Account registration is easy! Once you are ready to complete your order at checkout, you will be able to register for an account with your email and password.
Registering for an account allows you to review your account details and order history. To log in to your account you can go to shop.crownverity.com/account/login 




	What are the benefits of creating a user account?

	Get our warranty
	Get the latest deals/offerings/sale details
	Stay up to date on latest news, blogs, case studies, and recipes







	Can I modify my order?
Order modification can happen, yes. It will require that your product(s) is still in an order state and not a ready-to-ship state. 
We ask that you call us at 888-505-7240 to find out if this is a possibility.




	Can I cancel my order?
Orders can be cancelled prior to shipping. If you ordered through a dealer, we ask that you contact that dealer.
If you ordered from our online store, please contact Crown Verity at 888-505-7240.




	How can I check the status of my order?

We ask that all Canadian order status inquiries be sent to [email protected], and all USA order status inquiries to [email protected].




	How long does it take my order to ship?

On average, an order leaves within 10 days of receipt of a PO.




	Do I get tracking information?

You will be contacted via email with tracking information after the order ships.






	Can I pick up my order?

Yes, you can pick up your order. We ask that pick-ups be scheduled in advance. 




	Can I request my order be delivered at a certain time?

Yes, you can, but the transportation company will provide you with a window of time. We ship via third party carriers. Additional fees will apply.




	Do I need a liftgate for my shipment?

If you do not have a dock, yes, you will often need a liftgate (a platform that moves large and heavy products from the truck bed to the ground). Please note this in advance, as it will be subject to additional fees, and the carriers need to know prior to shipping.




	What does “white glove” shipping mean?

White glove shipping is specialized shipping to ensure that grills and other heavy-duty products are delivered as safely and securely as possible. For a small additional fee, we’ll deliver your products to your location, place them where you desire, and dispose of the packaging for you. 




	Will I have to pay duties and taxes on my order?
If you live in Canada, you are subject to Canadian taxes. If you live in the USA, your State taxes will apply as a homeowner.
Duty is included in the price. Shipping charges are identified separately.




	Do you freight forward overseas?
We do not. We will ship to any port in continental North America. 
From there, it will be your responsibility to transport overseas.




	Do I have to be home to receive my delivery?

Your grill comes in a large package; we recommend that you are home, to ensure no shipping damage has occurred and to inspect your product.




	What is the average shipping time from order?

On average, an order takes 7-10 days to process internally, plus shipping times. From ordering, the average time it takes to receive your order is 2-3 weeks.






	California Proposition 65 Warning

The burning of gas cooking fuel generates some by-products that are on the list of substances which are known by the State of California to cause cancer or reproductive harm. California law requires businesses to warn customers of potential exposure to such substances. To minimize exposure to these substances, always operate the unit according to this Owner’s Manual, and ensure you provide proper ventilation when cooking with gas. Some products offered on crownverity.com contain chemicals known to the State of California to cause cancer, birth defects or other reproductive harm. Crown Verity products may contain these chemicals in a smaller amount than Proposition 65's concern, or not at all, however we have chosen to issue this warning on all of our products as an act of caution and because our customers have the right to know.




	Why won’t my grill light?

If your grill is not lighting, please check one or more of the following:

	Ensure that your gas light is on
	Check that the propane tank is not empty, and ensure the valve is open 


Please give our customer service department a call if you are still experiencing issues after these checks so we can help troubleshoot the issue.




	Why is my BBQ not getting hot?

If your grill is not getting hot, please check one or more of the following:    

	Did you open the burner valve before opening the cylinder valve?
	Is there a leak in the system, causing the flow control device to activate? 


To fix:
Follow the proper lighting sequence to correct a leak in the system. Inspect the burner tube end for obstructions and alignment. Ensure that burners and lighter tubes are clean and free of obstructions.




	How do I convert my grill to a griddle?
Converting is easy; simply pull the pins out. Remove the Roll Dome.
Slide the PGrid on top, and secure it with the Roll Dome ring pins. Always enlist a “buddy” when changing out your Dome and PGrid. 




	Can I use the Roll Dome with the griddle on?

We have 2 griddle options if this is your goal. Please see the CV-G2022 or the CV-G1222.




	Do you have a product that you recommend for draining the fat from a fryer?

Many rental companies use the Fat Vat.




	Do you have a rotisserie for the BM-60?

We do. Not only can you use it with the BM-60, but it can also be used for any pit-style rotisserie.




	How do I get my burners out?

If your grill is pre-2016, follow the instructions in this video.

If your grill is 2016 or later, follow the following instructions:

	Remove the grates.
	Position yourself at the back of your grill, and look down. You will see ring pins.
	Pull the ring pins out.
	Slide the burner and radiant as one unit to the right. They will come apart once they’re out.
	Insert the new burner in.
	Slide the radiant and burner back in the slot.
	Secure with the ring pin.





	What is the Volt on the sinks?

There is a 15 Amp requirement with an 11 Amp draw. Connection is the standard 120 V.




	What is the clearance required for the patio heaters?

We recommend that patio heaters are placed 24” from combustables.




	Where can I find recipes?

Our recipes can be found here.






	Where can I find installation instructions for my modular product?

All of our modular installation instructions can be found here. We’ve made it easy for you to find your model # by clicking on the name of your product in the Table of Contents found on page 2 of the PDF. This will jump you to the instructions for the model you clicked on. Alternatively, you can search the PDF for your model # by holding “command” (Mac) or "ctrl" (Windows) and “f” on your keyboard and typing in your model #. Finally, you can also find instructions for your modular product on its product page on our website. Any of these options will ensure that you are pointed to the correct installation instructions.






	What is the return policy? 
We ask that all return requests are identified within 48 hours of receiving your order. When buying from a dealer, we ask that you please contact the dealer you purchased from.
You will be required to provide the following information: 

	Packing Slip 
	Serial Number
	Description of reason for a return
	Pictures, if damaged


Your dealer will reach out to Crown Verity for a Return Authorization.
Please note that return shipping or restocking fees may apply.




	How do I return an item?

You will be required to provide the following information:

	Packing Slip 
	Serial Number
	Description of reason for a return
	Pictures, if damaged


Please note that return shipping or restocking fees may apply. We will issue an RA # prior to the return being sent back to Crown Verity. This authorizes it at the dock to receive.






	Does Crown Verity collect any information about me while I'm on the site?
Crown Verity is the sole owner of the information that is collected from you on this site. We do not share any information about you or any customers with third parties in any way.
Customer information is used by Crown Verity only to:

	Process orders
	Provide a personalized shopping experience for registered customers
	Send email newsletters full of specials and helpful information to those who opt to receive them
	Monitor traffic patterns to improve our site's functionality and user friendliness







	Can I pay for my order using PayPal?

We do no accept PayPal at this time.




	What payment methods do you accept?

We accept Visa/MasterCard via Shopify payments.




	Do you accept payment via phone or fax?

We accept payment via phone, but please do not fax payment. 




	When will my card be charged for my order?

Your card will be charged automatically.




	Will there be sales tax on my order? What if I’m tax-exempt?

Sales tax will be totalled at checkout, depending on your location. Tax-exempt customers are asked to create an account here and contact our Customer Service at 888-505-7240 to be set up as a tax-exempt customer. 




	Do you offer financing or leasing?

We do not currently offer financing or leasing.




	Is my credit card and personal information secure when I order from your site?
Your privacy is of the utmost importance to our team. We have independent auditors assess the security of our data storage and systems that process financial information.
That being said, no merchant can ever guarantee the 100% security of your information.






	Are there different burner and radiant sizes for the grills?

No; all of our burners and radiants are standard, regardless of grill size or model.




	How do I change a lighter tube?

Follow the instructions here.




	How do I change a burner?

Follow the instructions here.




	Where do I find the serial number on my grill/on my fryer/on my sink?

	Your grill’s serial number is located on the bottom undershelf, on a CV sticker (on the left-hand side if you’re looking at the grill face-on).
	Your fryer's serial number is located on the inside door panel.
	Your sink's serial number is located on the interior cabinet, beside the electrical box (on the right-hand side).





	Can I pick up parts?
We no longer offer pick up at our factories.
Please check the website or email [email protected] to find the parts you require. We would be happy to ship the parts or direct you to a reseller in your area.




	How do I change my grill from LP to NG or NG to LP?

We do sell conversion kits; however, we recommend contacting a lis. gas tech to safely install. 




	Where can I find a service company?

Crown Verity Customer Service has a list of trusted service companies across NA. Please call Customer Service at 1-888-505-7240 or email [email protected].






	How do I determine what model to order depending on my gas connection and gas type?
Gas grill/griddle models MCB, RCB, PCB, MBI, MG, Pizza oven models PZ, and Fryer models PF are all available in Natural Gas. The order model will end in NG (Natural Gas). Example: MCB-36PKG-NG. 
Natural Gas units come with a 10’ quick-disconnect gas hose.
Gas grill/griddle models MCB, RCB, PCB, MBI, MG, and Pizza Oven models PZ in propane are designed to use standard 20-lb propane tanks that can be sourced in many locations. Models that are 24, 30, or 36 in size use one 20-lb tank. Models that are 48, 60, and 72 in size use two 20-lb propane tanks. Models ending in LP (Liquid Propane) are designed to use the standard size 20-lb propane tanks. Tanks do not come with the units. 
Propane grills that do include tanks with the units are models CCB and MCC. CCB models include two horizontal 30-lb propane tanks, and MCC models include two 50-lb propane tanks.
If you are connecting the grill to a bulk propane tank that you want, or order a model that ends with SI (Single Inlet), look for the ending BULK. 
Example: RCB-60RGP-SI-BULK.
If you plan to use tanks larger than the standard 20-lb propane tanks and plan on hooking your propane unit up to 50-lb or 100-lb propane tanks, order a model that ends with SI (Single Inlet) 50/100. 
Example: RCB-60RGP-SI-50/100.
For built-in (BI) models of gas grills, order the model and appropriate gas type. For Natural Gas, the model number will end in NG. For Liquid Propane gas, the model will end in LP. 
For Patio Heaters, all models of CV-2650 and models of CV-2670 use a standard 20-lb or 30-lb propane tank. Only model CV-3050-NG is available for use with Natural Gas.




	Do I need to order a gas hose?
No, all units will include the appropriate gas hose(s). Exceptions are built-in grills and side burners. 
These do include a gas regulator, but a gas hose is not included as these are typically plumbed to a gas line by a licenced gas fitter.




	Do I have to season my griddle before using it?
We recommend a light cleaning with warm, soapy water. Use your griddle as you would a flat top in a restaurant. 
Oil is recommended to prevent sticking.




	How do I clean and re-treat my griddle?  

Kosher salt mixed with the juice of half of a lemon generally does the job. Apply with warm, soapy water, and ensure you dry your griddle thoroughly before storing it.




	How do I clean my grill?
Apply degreaser or oven cleaner on the inside of the grill. Let it sit for 30 - 60 minutes. 
Use a garden hose or preferably a power washer and spray off your grill in a secluded area. Always make sure you are following directions for protective equipment when cleaning with caustic materials.




	How often should I drain the grease tray? 
We recommend draining and rinsing your grease tray regularly, especially in the summertime, as this is where grease and fat build up. Here’s a pro tip from Crown Verity to make it easier: add a little bit of dish soap to the water when changing it. 
This can help prevent the grease from building up on the stainless steel surfaces.




	What do you use to clean the fryer out?
Once you are finished, let the unit cool a bit. Use a vat or steel pail to contain the grease when you drain it, and please make sure it has a tight-fitting lid to avoid the chance of getting burnt by hot grease.
From there, pour warm, soapy water into the reservoir and use a light brush to move it around. Make sure you are washing the walls lightly. Next, drain the soapy water and repeat the cleaning. Rinse with water until the tank runs clean and clear.




	How do I set up my gas grill?
Before you begin, uncrate your unit. Ensure that you peel all the protective film off the grill, including the film on the grease tray and the back of the unit.
	Prior to lighting the grill, always fill the pans under the unit with water. You must keep water in the pans at all times while in the grill is in use. Water will evaporate while cooking, so refill the water pans with water during cooking if needed.
	If you have a MCB model unit, mount one or two standard 20-lb propane tanks to the back of the unit. MCB-30 and MCB-36 models hold one tank, while MCB-48, MCB-60, and MCB-72 models hold two tanks. The foot of the tank rests in the lower bracket, and the upper bracket slides onto the top ring of the tank to hold the tanks on the unit.
	There are hose hangers under the rear legs of the unit to hang the gas hoses on when they’re not in use. Please hang the hoses on the hangers under the rear legs of the unit during transportation.





	How do I light my gas grill?

	Connect the gas hose(s) to the propane tanks. Make sure the green nut on the gas hose/regulator is securely tightened to the tank.
	Open the hood(s)/dome(s) on the grill.
	Ensure that all valve knobs (black knobs) are in the OFF position (clockwise).
	Turn on the propane tank valve(s) slowly. WAIT 15 SECONDS, and do not crack open the tank valve like you would a water faucet. Open the valve on tanks slowly.
	Turn the lighter tube valve (pilot – red knob) to the ON position (note: two lighter tubes are on units that hold two tanks - one for the left side and one for the right side). Insert a long safety lighter into the hole provided on the front of the grill.
There is a single lighting hole on 30” and 36” units and two lighting holes on 48”,
60”, and 72” units. You need to light both sides of the units with two tanks.
	Visually check to ensure the lighter tube is burning. Once the lighter tube has been lit, the main burners will ignite off of the lighter tube when they are turned on. (Push in the black knobs and turn to “high”.) The unlit burners will then light automatically.
	Visually check to ensure that all burners that are intended to be ON are lit.
	Adjust individual burners as desired.





	How do I properly clean my gas grill after I use it?

	Ensure all gas control knobs are in the OFF position.
	Turn off gas valves on propane tanks, disconnect gas hoses from propane tanks,
and remove tanks from the unit. Hang gas hoses in hose hangers located under the rear
legs of the unit.
	Empty water pans of water and debris. Be careful, as these pans will remain hot
for some time after the unit has been turned off.
	Thoroughly clean unit using soap and water. Dawn detergent is a
good liquid soap to use. The water pans can be filled with soap and water, and the cooking grids can be placed inside of the water pans to let them soak.
	After removing the primary debris, the unit should be cleaned with a degreaser.
The Crown Verity BBQ Cleaner works best and is designed to be used when the unit is cool and dry. More than one application may be required in order to thoroughly clean the unit.
	The hood(s) of the unit will slide off the unit by lifting the two pins located on the
back lip of the cooking grid on each side of the unit and sliding the hood(s) off.
This will make it easier to access various areas of the grill for cleaning.
	After degreasing the unit, clean it again with soap and water. The unit can be
cleaned with a pressure washer – just be careful not to spray water up into the
burners from the underside of the unit. Instead, spray from the top down.
	Ensure everything is put back in its proper position. Cooking grids, hood(s) and
aligning pins, warming rack(s) inside of hood(s), and end shelves can be stored under
the unit on the lower shelf. Make sure gas hoses are hung on the hose hangers
under the rear legs of the unit.





	Do I need to install a regulator on my built-In grill?
IMPORTANT - All gas connections should be made by a qualified technician. The installation and all installer-supplied parts must conform to local codes.
In the absence of local codes, the installation and all parts should conform to the National Fuel Gas Code, ANSI Z223.1/ NFPA 54, or Natural Gas and Propane Installation Code, CSA B149.1.
Your Crown Verity gas appliance is supplied with a factory set regulator.  The regulator is necessary to “regulate” the gas pressures coming to the appliance to a specified value that will provide the correct operating pressures for the appliance. If the pressure is too high the flame will be too large and will not combust properly. If the pressures are too low, the flame will be too small, affecting heat, and could go out completely, letting gas escape. In either case, these conditions can pose a safety risk. There is a rating plate on all Crown Verity gas appliances that specifies the proper operating pressures.
For your safety, all gas appliance connections need to be made by a qualified gas technician.




	Why don’t your built-in grills come with a hose?
We do not provide a hose with built-in units because a built-in grill is a fixed unit, and we do not know how far your gas source will be from the grill. Your licensed gas fitter should only use a flexible, corrugated, stainless steel hose. 
It should not be installed with a hard pipe.






	What is the Full Warranty?

The Crown Verity warranty covers on-site labour, replacement parts, and freight for Canada and the United States for a period of 1 year for the following products: 

	Grills
	Griddles
	Fryers
	Steamers
	Sinks
	Mounted Patio Heaters *Parts only. No labour coverage.


Service representative travel time and their respective organizations must be approved by Crown Verity prior to work being performed. 




	What is the Limited Warranty?

Crown Verity will warrant replacement parts and freight for Canada and the United States for the following products and periods: 

	Patio Heaters: 1 year from proof of purchase 
	Crown Verity Stainless Steel Gas Burners: 10 years from proof of purchase - Commercial usage only 
	Crown Verity Stainless Steel Grill Bodies & Cooking Grates: Lifetime* - Commercial usage only


*Applies to all grills sold after January 1, 2015, or with a serial number higher than 21010. 




	Are there any limitations to the Warranty?

The Crown Verity warranty does not apply to damages caused by: 

	Negligence 
	Unauthorized repair by anyone other than a Factory Authorized Service Agent 
	Erratic voltages or gas supply 
	Air and gas adjustment 
	Alteration, misuse, or improper installation 
	Improper cleaning and maintenance of all tubes and surfaces
	Ordinary wear and tear 





	Are there any exclusions to the Warranty?

The Crown Verity warranty does not apply to labour or repairs required for: 

	Light bulbs, batteries, fuses, and other wearable items 
	Door adjustments and/or lid adjustments 
	Tightening of screws or fasteners 
	Adjustments and cleaning of main burners, pilot burners, or orifices 
	Accessories such as brushes, spatulas, and cylinders 
	Normal discoloration of materials


Please inspect your product upon its arrival. Any concerns must be noted on the bill of lading at the time of inspection. Shipping damage must be communicated to the factory within 48 hours of receiving. Damage will be assessed by our team, and then a resolution will be identified. 




	What is the difference between Residential and Commercial usage?

Infinite SeriesⓇ, Estate SeriesⓇ, and PRO SeriesⓇ grills are all Residential products. All other products are for Commercial application.




	What is the warranty difference between Residential and Commercial products?

For Residential – Limited lifetime warranty on grill bodies, gas burners, and grates; 6-year warranty on radiants, manifolds, and gas valves.

For Commercial – Limited lifetime warranty on grill bodies and grates; limited 10-year warranty on burners.

Applies to all grills sold after January 1, 2015 or with a serial number higher than 21010.









Robust answers to all your questions
Whatever’s on your mind, we’ve got you covered. If not, drop us a line below, and we will be in touch within 24 hours.




First name*

Last name*

What best describes you?Choose one
Homeowner
Commercial Dealer
Chef/Restaurant Owner



Email address*

Any additional notes?

Attachment (can be up to 5MB)
Add attachment

I agree to the Terms of Use

Sign up for our newsletter



Submit*Required

Error!

Thank you! We’ve received your note, and will be in touch shortly.






Brilliant for life.
Stay in the know
Sign up to keep up with latest product offerings, contests, exclusive coupon codes, and more.
Submit
Thanks for registering!

An error occurred
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Send us an email   |   1-888-505-7240
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Close ModalHave questions?
We’re here to help!
Enter your information and our team will get in touch with you.
First name*
Last name*
Email address*
Industry*
Message
I agree to receive marketing communications from Crown Verity.

Submit*Required


Error
There was an error processing your request. Please refresh and try again.

Thanks for reaching out.
We'll be in touch very soon.






